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DIELECTRIC WAVEGUIDE OPTIMIZATION
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In this paper, we use the finite difference time-domain (FDTD) method to optimize the TE-polarized light
transmission of a metal-semiconductor-metal photodetector (MSM-PD) employing a dielectric waveguide
on top of metal nano-gratings. Simulation results demonstrate that the funneling transmission of the
TE-polarized light through the nanoslit of the MSM-PD structure is highly dependent on the structure
geometries, such as the waveguide and nano-grating heights. We also demonstrate that adding a dielectric
waveguide layer on top of the nano-metal gratings supports both the TM- and TE polarizations, and enhances
the light transmission for TE-polarization around 3-times in comparison with conventional plasmonics MSMPD structures.
Keywords: FDTD simulation, MSM-PD, waveguide, plasmonics, nano-gratings, surface plasmon.

1. Introduction
Metal-semiconductor-metal photodetectors (MSM-PDs) have several attractive features, such as high speed, ease of fabrication and monolithic integration with VLSI circuitry, which make them an excellent candidate for application in high-speed optical interconnects, high-speed sampling, and ultra-high speed optical fibre communications [1, 2].
For very high-speed applications, the MSM-PD is a better option than a p-i-n PD, since
the real capacitance of the MSM-PD’s interdigitated electrode geometry is much lower
than that of a p-i-n PD of comparable size [3].
Typically, the speed of the MSM-PD is largely limited by the transit time of the
photo-generated carriers. Scaling down the distance between the interdigital contacts and
overall dimensions of the MSM-PD has been the most common way to increase the photodetector speed [4, 5]. By decreasing the spacing between the electrode fingers down to
the optical diffraction limit, the response time could be reduced to tens of picoseconds [6].
However, the surface reflectivity and the shadowing effect of the metal fingers prevent
conventional MSM-PDs from achieving external quantum efficiency greater than 50% for
equal electrode width and spacing. This is due to the blocking of light by the detector’s
interdigitated finger structure.
Since Ebbesen et al. [7] reported extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) of periodic metal aperture arrays through surface plasmons, many efforts have been devoted
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to exploring the EOT through metallic gratings [8, 9]. Later, it was demonstrated experimentally that the transmission of light through a sub-wavelength slit structure can
be enhanced if the metal is patterned as nano-gratings, which enable the incident light to
couple into surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) propagating at the interface between metal
and the air, thus focusing the light into the sub-wavelength slit [10, 11].
Recently, several MSM-PD structures, driven by TM-polarized light and based on
nano-patterned metal fingers, have been reported to demonstrate substantial transmission
enhancement through the excitation and guidance of SPPs into the photodetector slits
[12, 13]. For example, the MSM-PD comprising Ag/GaAs nano-gratings reported by
Collin et al. [14] exhibited a cut off frequency greater than 300 GHz and a quantum
efficiency exceeding 50%. Lee et al. have reported a plasmonic metal photonic crystal (MPC) integrated on a quantum dot infrared photodetector demonstrating more than
2-times enhancement in detectivity [15].
Since there is no cut-off wavelength for the fundamental TM-polarized slit mode,
it is possible to achieve extraordinary transmission with almost any sub-wavelength slit
width. However, since the SPPs are TM-polarized mode, only the TM-polarization component of the incident light can be resonantly enhanced via transmission through the
subwavelength slits. In this case, sub-wavelength slits act as polarization selector, which
means that the penetration of the TE-polarized mode is suppressed. Furthermore, the
TE-polarized mode intrinsically has a cut-off wavelength, making such MSM-PD structures polarization sensitive, and hence, less attractive for applications requiring polarization
insensitive operation.
In this paper, we use the FDTD analysis to optimize a novel MSM-PD structure
employing a dielectric thin layer waveguide deposited onto nano-patterned metal fingers.
Our simulation results demonstrate 3-times enhancement in TE-polarized light transmission in comparison with conventional MSM-PDs.
2. Design of MSM-PD with enhanced TE-polarization transmission
Recently, a MSM-PD structure based on the deposition of a dielectric layer on top
of metal fingers has been proposed by Nikitin et al. using the coupled mode method [16].
This was subsequently developed by Guillaumée et al., who experimentally demonstrated
transmission enhancement for TE-polarized light through a subwavelength slit [17]. However, such a structure is sensitive to two parameters, namely, the height of the dielectric
layer as well as the periodicity of the nano-patterned metal gratings, which were not fully
optimised. In this paper, we investigate and optimize the key parameters of the dielectricbased MSM-PD structure, shown in Figure 1(a), to maximise the transmission of both the
TE- and TM- polarized modes. The dielectric waveguide based MSM-PD structure consists
of a subwavelength aperture of width Xw sandwiched between linear metal nano-gratings
of heights hg , and a period (Λ). The entire structure is grown on top of a semiconductor
substrate. The metal contact is covered with a thin dielectric film with height hWG . The
presence of a thin dielectric layer on top of patterned metal gratings allows a TE-polarized
incident light to couple to the dielectric waveguide modes and be guided towards the slit.
At the same time, the extraordinary transmission of the TM-polarised light is maintained.
A 2D Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) software developed by Optiwave Inc
was used to simulate the structure shown in Figure 1(a). A mesh step size of 10 nm was
used in the simulation, with a time step satisfying the condition δt < 0.1δx /c, where δx is
the mesh size and c is the speed of light. This high-resolution sampling yielded solutions
that converged at reasonable computation times. The excitation field was modeled as a
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Gaussian-modulated continuous plane wave in the x-direction. The anisotropic perfectly
matched layer (APML) boundary conditions were applied in both the x- and z- directions
to accurately simulate the light reflected off both sides, as well as the light reflected off
the top and bottom surface of the MSM-PD structure. In all the simulations, the light
wave was normally incident on the top surface of the metal nano-gratings site. The gold
(Au) dielectric permittivity was defined by the Lorentz-Drude model [3] and the refractive
index for the dielectric layer was chosen to be 2.3, mainly to demonstrate the concept of
TE-polarized light transmission enhancement.
The TE and TM transmission spectra for two MSM-PD structures (without a
dielectric waveguide), one with and the other without metal nano-gratings, are shown in
Figure 1(b). An essential difference between the spectra for the TM- and TE- polarizations
is already noticeable for a single slit without metal nano-gratings. While the TM-polarized
mode spectra show interlaced maxima associated with the Fabry-Perot slit waveguide
resonance, the TE-polarized mode resonance maxima display a rapid fall-off, due to the
slit mode cut-off seen at longer wavelengths. No significant difference was noted in the
TE-polarized mode transmission spectra for the structure with and without metal nano
gratings. However, the TM mode was resonantly enhanced by using the nano-gratings.
Figure1(c) shows the measured I-V characteristics for a nano-grating-patterned GaAs
MSM-PD illuminated with 6.42 mW of laser power, for two input polarization states that
correspond to the maximum, i.e. TM mode (dashed-dot), and minimum, i.e. TE mode
(dashed), possible measured photocurrents, respectively. These results indirectly reveal the
polarization dependent loss of the plasmonics-based MSM-PD device.
3. Results and discussion
Several parameters of the dielectric-waveguide-based MSM-PD structure were optimized. These parameters are the nano-grating height, hg , nano-grating period, Λ, waveguide height, hWG , duty cycle of the nano-gratings. Each parameter was varied over a
certain range of values, while all other parameters were kept constant. Initially, we used
the structure shown in Figure 1(a) with metal nano-gratings to optimize the waveguide
height hWG . The dielectric waveguide height was varied, while keeping the subwavelength
aperture width Xw and hg constant at 430 nm and 200 nm, respectively. Moreover, the
duty cycle, grating period and pitch number were kept at 0.5, 830 nm and 7, respectively.
Figure 2(a) illustrates the TE-polarized transmission spectra with no dielectric
waveguide, 150 nm, 200 nm and 250 nm waveguide height. It is apparent from Figure 2(a)
that the dielectric waveguide not only affects the amount of the light flux transmitted
through the slit, but also the peak resonance wavelength. This indicates that the dielectric
layer allows the incident light to resonantly couple to the metal nano-gratings. As seen
from Figure 2(a), the resonance peak was highly dependent on the waveguide height and
was red-shifted with increasing the waveguide height. Keeping the dielectric waveguide
height at 200 nm and the other parameters constant, the simulated TE-polarized transmission spectra, shown in Figure 2(b), was evaluated for metal nano-grating height from
50 nm to 200 nm. As seen in Figure 2(b) while the metal nano-grating height affected the
TE-polarized light transmission flux, it had no impact on the resonance wavelength. It was
also noted that the transmission peak increases with decreasing the metal nano-grating
height.
Figures 3(a and b) show the simulated TE-polarization transmission spectra for
different metal nano-grating periods, and duty cycles, for a slit width of 430 nm, a nanograting height of 50 nm and a dielectric waveguide height of 200 nm. The duty cycle
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Fig. 1. a) 2-dimensional schematic of the dielectric-based MSM-PD structure, b) transmission spectra of two structures without dielectric waveguides, for fingers with and without metal nano-gratings, c) I-V characteristics of the MSM-PD with nano-gratings for TE- and TM-polarized input
laser beams of power 6.42 mW
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Fig. 2. Simulated TE-polarization transmission spectra for different a) dielectric waveguide height and, b) nano-grating height. The slit width was
430 nm
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Fig. 3. Simulated TE-polarisation transmission spectra for different a) periodicity and, b) duty cycle with 430 nm slit width, 50 nm nano-grating
height and 200 nm dielectric waveguide height
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is defined as the ratio of the nano-grating line width to the period, Λ. It is seen from
Figure 3(a) that the resonance peak of the TE-polarized light transmission was red-shifted
when the periodicity increased. The maximum attainable transmission peak occurred at
730 nm for a nano-grating period of 600 nm. Figure 3(b) shows that the nano-grating duty
cycle had a significant impact on both the transmission peak and the resonance wavelength,
and that the resonance wavelength was red-shifted when the duty cycle increased, while
the maximum transmission occurred when the duty cycle was 50%.

Fig. 4. a) Simulated TE-polarization transmission spectra and, b) simulated
power distribution without (left) and with (right) dielectric waveguide
The TE-polarized light transmission spectra are shown in Figure 4(a), for two
optimized MSM-PDs with and without a dielectric waveguide (WG). From these spectra
it is obvious that the dielectric waveguide on top of the metal nano-gratings significantly
enhanced the TE-polarized light transmission, compared with the conventional MSM-PD
device without a dielectric waveguide (NoWG). The resonance wavelength (corresponding
to the highest transmission) was 755nm for Λ = 600 nm and the transmission enhancement
was almost 3-times that of a conventional MSM-PD device without a dielectric waveguide.
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Moreover, as seen in Figure 4(a), the cut-off wavelength was increased when the slit was
filled with the dielectric. The simulated Sx poynting vectors, i.e. energy flowing along the
x direction, are shown in Figures 4(b), for the MSM-PD without (left) and with (right)
a dielectric waveguide. It is worthwhile noting that for an MSM-PD without a dielectric
waveguide, the power transmitted into the active area of the semiconductor is insignificant,
compared with the power transmitted for an MSM-PD with a dielectric waveguide.
4. Conclusions
The finite difference time-domain (FDTD) method has been used to optimize the
TE-polarized light transmission of a metal-semiconductor-metal photodetector (MSM-PD)
employing a dielectric waveguide and metal nano-gratings. Simulation results have confirmed the dependence of the TE-polarized light through the MSM-PD nanoslit of the
structure on the metal nano-grating height and dielectric waveguide height. Three-fold enhancement of TE-polarized light transmission has been demonstrated through MDM-PD
parameter optimization.
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